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Mosque Extension



Madina Masjid was rst established in the late 70s 
as a madrassah on Milnrow Road.  Over time, the 
community and need for a local mosque grew, 
which resulted in purchasing a property Church 
Road in 1998. The local community worked 
incredibly hard to fundraise in order to refurbish 
the property and establish the rst mosque in 
NeNewbold. 

Over the last 20 years, the mosque comitty has 
been working continously to expand and develop 
the mosque.

About the Masjid

350
Prayer Capacity Boys & Girls

Youth Club

Dedicated Space 
For Sisters

Monthly iCare 
Projects

135 Madrassah
Students

Monthly Talks

Sadaqah Jariyah 

For Muslims, the building of a masjid, or 
contributing towards it, is one of the most 
virtuos forms of Sadaqah Jariyah 
(continuous charity) that Allah (SWT) has 
bestowed upon us.

SSadaqah Jariyah will benet the donor 
long after they have died. We pray that 
you will take up this opportunity to invest 
in your Akhirah.

We also supported our 
local hospital to show our 
gratitude to the NHS, we 
delivered hampers and 
provided hot food to both 
staff and patients.

 • Complete essential maintenance 
 • Improve toilet and wudu facilities
 • Expand kitchen space (valuable for iftar, 
  programmes and bereavements)
 • Extend car park space to help ease   
  congestion in the surrounding area
  • Add additional facilities (to be used for 
  community purposes such as weddings, 
  funerals and other community activities)
 • Fix leakage and damage to the existing 
  building
 • Increase capacity for Youth Club for both 
  boys and girls (in high demand)
  • Increase Madrassah capacity

We have a high regard for the youth and sisters 
who are a vital part of our society. The youth of the 
congregation will in’sha’Allah be the future of our 
mosque. 

IIn order to continue and preserve our deen, we 
understand the importance of ensuring their love 
of the masjid grows. 

Alhamdulillah, we currently have a lot of 
applications for Madrassah places and this project 
will help to accommodate more children. 

SSisters, the mothers of the youth, are another 
integral part of the community. We have always 
prioritised they are welcomed into the mosque and 
ensure they have space for their own activities 
which include prayer, attending programmes, 
study circles and formal classes. 

Our Aims & Purpose


